
Proper Officer under GST – An 
Administrative Chaos!



The widely propagated idea of GST law of ‘One Nation One Tax’ was visualized not only to subsume multiple 
levies into one but also to bring into bargain a single administration for a taxpayer. Objectively speaking, 
simplification of administration was equally important to visualize such massive transformation of Indirect Tax 
regime. Absent this, the entire tax structure and the objective is bound to fail. Well, the design of the law as 
it stands today not only grants power to both Centre and State GST Authorities but also extends it further to 
various Intelligence / Audit Wings like Directorate General of GST Intelligence (‘DGGI’). Given the complexity 
of administration, the disputes are imperative. So much so that the narrative of jurisdiction and administration 
mystifies each time a judgment is pronounced by a Court.

The latest turn around in the narrative is the Gujarat High Court decision in the case of Yasho Industries 
Limited v. UOI, 2021-VIL-483-GUJ wherein the Court held that DGGI is ‘Proper Officer’ under GST to issue 
summons under Section 70 of the Central Goods & Services Tax Act, 2017 (‘CGST Act’). The judgment comes 
after an earlier judgment of larger bench of the Supreme Court in the case of Canon India Private Limited 
v. UOI, 2021-VIL-34-SC-CU. In that case, the Court held that DRI is not a Proper Officer under the Customs 
Act, 1962 (‘Customs Act’) for issuance of a Show Cause Notice. 

These judgments have re-ignited a dispute of jurisdiction which is likely to loom large over validity of departmental 
actions. This article is an attempt to analyze the correctness of the judgment of Yasho Industries (Supra) and 
contrast with the judgment of Canon India (Supra) and position under the Customs Law. 

Assignment of jurisdiction: A specific function?
In a taxation statute, any officer performing a function under the law must necessarily meet 3 concomitants 
namely existence of a class / post, appointment of officers and assignment of specific functions. Under the 
CGST Act, Section 3 creates the class / post of officers. Section 4 provides for appointment of additional 
officers by the Board. Board may further impose conditions / limitations on exercise of powers by the officers 
under Section 5. Any officer who has been so appointed must be assigned / entrusted / invested with specified 
powers under CGST Act to enable him to perform those functions. 

Unless these processes are undertaken, an officer cannot perform the functions under the law. The functions 
are specified in various provisions where either it is assigned to a class of officers or to a ‘Proper Officer’. A 
Proper Officer as per Section 2(91) of the CGST Act is a ‘Commissioner’ or the officer of the Central Tax who 
has been assigned that function by the Commissioner in the Board. Thus, assignment of function to a specific 
class of officers is an inevitable requirement. 

Vide Notification No. 02/2017-Central Tax dated June 19, 2017 issued under Section 3 read with Section 
5, the Central Government appointed classes of officers for Central Tax and vested them with all the powers 
in respect of the territory specified. However, these provisions do not provide for assignment / entrustment / 
investment of powers. The Central Government issued another Notification No. 14/2017-Central Tax dated 
July 1, 2017 under Section 3 read with 5 of the CGST Act notifying equivalent class / posts for officers of 
DGGI. Thus, officers of DGGI became Central Tax officers of specified class / post.  

In as far as assignment of functions is concerned, Circular No.3/3/2017-GST dated July 5, 2017 assigned 
various functions under CGST Act to different class of officers. The Circular drew power from Section 2(91), 
Section 20 of the Integrated Goods & Services Tax Act, 2017 (‘IGST Act’) and Section 5(2) of the CGST Act. 
Section 2(91) is a definition clause which cannot grant power to assign functions, applying the principles of 
Canon India (Supra). While Section 20 of IGST Act borrows various provisions of CGST Act, Section 5(2) 
of CGST Act merely empowers a superior officer to exercise powers of a subordinate officer. None of these 
provisions grant any power of assignment of functions under the CGST Act by issuing Circular. 

Does this imply that such technical nuances will be fatal for the Circular or to the functions performed by 
various DGGI officers? The jurisprudence on the implications of invocation of a wrong provision suggests that 
as long as an authority has power, which is traceable to a source, the mere fact that source of power is not 
indicated or wrongly indicated in an instrument does not render the instrument invalid.



While the judgment in Yasho Industries (Supra) did not trace the powers under GST Law, a close perusal 
of the provisions under the GST Law would suggest that Section 168(2) provides for the meaning of the term 
‘Commissioner’ used in Section 2(91) as an officer posted in the Board and exercising powers specified in 
Section 2(91). As seen from Section 2(91), no such powers are specified. Thus, Section 168(2) draws powers 
from a definition clause which is impermissible. A Circular issued under Section 168(1) is not binding on 
taxpayers. Other related provisions like Section 4, 5 and 167 do not provide for assignment of functions to 
DGGI. 

One may argue that there is no requirement of assignment of functions to DGGI via a separate provision, 
however, a glaring difference between the Customs Act and the CGST Act is the absence of a provision 
similar to Section 6 of the Customs Act in CGST Act. Section 6 of the Customs Act stipulates power to entrust 
functions of officers of Customs to any Central or State Government officers. The judgment of Canon India 
(Supra) duly notes that while Section 2(34) of the Customs Act which defined ‘Proper Officer’, does not 
empower assignment of function to Board, the jurisdiction could be traced to Section 6 of the Customs Act 
which required the Central Government and not Board to issue a Notification assigning such functions of 
Proper Officer to DRI. This is precisely the reason adopted by the Supreme Court in the said judgment. To this 
extent, the judgment applies to the entrustment of powers to DGGI under the CGST Act. 

This raises a cardinal question as regards non-existence of a statutory provision to assign specified functions 
to DGGI officers under CGST Act. While the legislature was cautious of a provision and provided for Section 
6 of the Customs Act, there is no trace of a similar provision under the CGST Act. Needless to say, the issue 
of assignment of functions to DGGI goes into the roots of the matter. The judgment in the case of Yasho 
Industries (Supra) does not delve upon these aspects and that it is still open for the Courts to decide the 
jurisdiction of DGGI. 

Conclusion 
Ideally, after the extensive implications of Canon India (Supra), the Government shall have set right the 
Customs law through a validation provision. To our surprise, no such action has been taken so far. Thus, it 
would be imperative to witness what lies ahead on jurisdiction of such Central or State Tax departments with 
one more dispute on jurisdiction of DGGI under GST law to cater to. Till the time the Courts take a final view 
of the matter, the administrative chaos as to DGGI acting as Proper Officer under GST law continues. 
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